Computer simulation approach to the quantification of immunogold labelling on plasma membrane of cultured neurons.
Cell culture is a convenient model system to study the expression of plasma membrane-bound proteins in nerve cells. Analysing it with an ultrastructural detail researchers often apply transmission electron microscopy together with immunogold labelling. Plasma membrane profiles are one-dimensional (1D) and provide little information about the topography of membrane-bound proteins. In order to convert 1D estimates of spatial arrangement for preembedding immunogold labelled proteins into two-dimensional (2D) quantities, namely the 2D pattern and density of labelling, this paper presents a simple computer simulation technique. This technique is based on a mathematical model permitting a simulated immunogold labelled membrane to be sampled in a way similar to microtome sectioning. An interlabel distance (ILD) estimate is used to define the position of immunogold particles in membrane profiles. In order to interpret experimental ILD measurements the simulated distribution best fit to the experimental data is selected and the corresponding 2D density and pattern of particle scattering are considered to explain the real situation. Various parameters including a cell section thickness, immunogold particle size etc can be adjusted to suit the demands of a particular experiment. The technique was applied to quantify the NCAM preembedding immunogold labelling in the plasma membrane of cultured rat hippocampal neurons.